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Abstract
City dashboards are powerful tools for quickly understanding various urban phenomena through visualizing urban data using
various techniques. In this paper, we investigate the common data sets used, and the most frequently employed visualization
techniques in city dashboards. We reviewed 16 publicly available dashboards from 42 cities that are part of German smart city
programs and have a high level of digitization. Through analysis of the visualization techniques used, we present our results
visually and discuss our findings.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization;

1. Introduction

City dashboards are a common way to visualize the current state of
various urban aspects. These dashboards consist of a set of user in-
terface widgets containing text, graphics, and visualizations. Gov-
ernmental statistics on education, public health, or the environment
can be combined with live data such as air quality, public tran-
sit, or traffic congestion [Mat15]. The data displayed in the city
dashboards is sourced from diverse origins, including administra-
tive records, open data portals, and real-time sensor data collected
from the respective municipalities [Kit14].

Visualization dashboards are widely used in practice, rang-
ing from business intelligence [RCB09], to industrial facilities
[GDW∗21], to health care monitoring [ERB∗20]. Dashboards have
been described as systems showing information in a visual manner
for rapid access to support timely decisions [Few13]. Established
purposes of dashboards in enabling analysis and supporting strate-
gic, tactical and operational decision-making have been extended to
include communication and education [SCB∗19]. Typically, pub-
lic dashboards are aimed towards a general audience, and need to
adapt to a wide range of visualization literacy and domain exper-
tise [SCB∗19]. In the case of dashboards showing urban data, au-
diences include citizens and other stakeholders. The two aims of
communication and decision-making are not mutually exclusive:
For instance, citizens may want to learn about the state of the traf-
fic in their city, and then decide to adapt their behavior by avoiding
a congestion.

Young et al. [YKN21] studied different user groups with vary-
ing domain knowledge and data literacy skills in the context of city
dashboards. They conclude that city dashboards should be designed
in such ways that they match their intended audience, and recom-
mend employing visualizations of different complexities. Similarly,

Li et al. analyzed the gap between people’s needs and the infor-
mation provided on Corona dashboards and highlighted the impor-
tance to select visualizations appropriate for the types of data and
the audience [LWCG22]. In an analysis of British city dashboards,
Gray, O’Brien and Hügel argue for the need for further investigat-
ing the potential of visualizations [GOH16]. Collecting dashboard
design patterns including the use of layout, visualizations, and in-
teractions provided helpful for both novice and advanced design-
ers [BFA∗22]. Thus, with our analysis of how city dashboards are
currently being designed in practice, we are providing an impor-
tant first step to better understand how visualizations are being em-
ployed in contemporary urban dashboards. We investigate which
visualization techniques are being used (RQ1), how frequently they
appear (RQ2), and if and what techniques exist which are specific
to city dashboards (RQ3). This approach allows us to collect visu-
alization examples, providing a foundation for developing effective
and informative visualizations in the context of smart cities.

Recently, there has been a major push by federal agencies for
smart city initiatives in Germany [BR]. Our contribution lies in the
collection and description of German city dashboards, the analy-
sis of the different visualizations techniques employed, and the ex-
tension of a widely used taxonomy aimed at practitioners creating
visualizations for the public.

2. Methodology

We investigated existing collections of smart cities, government
digitization projects, and urban data initiatives to seed the list of
cities under investigation. We chose 42 cities from having urban
data platforms [Bit21] [Bit] which we deem a prerequisite for data-
driven dashboards, and added the five largest cities by population,
as well as the city of Mannheim where our smart city project is
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based in. We employed a set of search queries and collected exist-
ing dashboards. To qualify, they had to (a) be publicly accessible, to
(b) focus on one city, and to (c) employ at least two visualizations.
We chose criterion (b) to exclude state or region-based dashboards,
and (c) to exclude non-dashboard visualization systems, such as
geo-information portals.

The matching urban dashboards were examined in detail. To sys-
tematically collect visualization techniques, we opted to use an ex-
isting taxonomy. While these exist both in practice (e.g. [Dat21])
and textbooks (e.g. [Wil19]), we chose the Visual Vocabulary pro-
viding an overview of visualization techniques [Fin]. It categorizes
the techniques by their main purpose, ranging from Change over
Time, to Spatial, to Part-to-whole. However, none of these tax-
onomies specifically designed for dashboards. Hence, we extended
the Visual Vocabulary by a new category specifically suited for
dashboards. For analyzing the arrangement of the widgets, we used
the Page Layout category from Bach et al.’s dashboard design pat-
terns [BFA∗22].

3. Results

From the 42 inspected cities, 16 provide a city dashboard available
to the public. We summarize the layout, and visualization tech-
niques of these dashboards (see Fig. 1). Only six out of 16 dash-
boards are multi-thematic and use multiple data sets.

Tiles and Layout. Each dashboard consists of multiple tiles, vary-
ing in size and visually distinct, each featuring typically one visual-
ization representing a single data set. Nearly all dashboards (15/16,
93%) are multi-topic, and combine tiles of different data sets in
one view. All tiles of the dashboard of Heidelberg show data of a
single topic, but enable to switch the whole dashboard to a differ-
ent topic. Two dashboards contain a single tile showing data from
multiple sources, by providing a gallery to page through different
topics. 13 out of the 16 dashboards “fit on a single screen” [Few13]
with the other two providing further views either by scrolling or
through tab interactions. All dashboards but one use an open layout,
with Wolfsburg using a grouped layout [BFA∗22]. Only Heidelberg
uses a single-themed dashboard, with all tiles showing different but
linked visualizations of the same data set. For instance, highlight-
ing an item in one view affects the other views. However, none of
the other dashboards provide any coordinated views. We also coded
the positions and dimensions of each tile to identify the layout and
space occupied by each visualization. It was found that maps oc-
cupy more space per tile compared to KPIs, but are only used 1–2
times per dashboard compared to 1-25 KPI tiles per dashboard.

Dashboard Specific Visualizations. Since not all visualizations
extracted from the dashboards could be matched to a technique of
the Visual Vocabulary, we added a new category, Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) containing three techniques: Indicator, Indicator
Matrix and Gauge. Indicator consists of a textual data value, Indi-
cator Matrix is a collection of indicators within the same widget,
and Gauge is a semicircle scale with a pointer to the current value.
These simple techniques showing a single value are widely used,
and have been referred to by various names (e.g. Scaled-up Number
or Angular Gauge), or might have other closely related techniques
such as Progress Bar or Pictorial Fraction Chart [Dat21]. Extend-

ing the Visual Vocabulary by this category allowed us to collect all
visualizations employed in city dashboards.

Visualization Use. The most common visualization categories
are KPI (87 occurrences on 15 dashboards), change over time (67
on 14), and part-to-whole (23 on 8). The most frequently used tech-
niques are indicator (68 on 13 dashboards), line (37 on 7), column-
timeline (25 on 7), doughnut (12 on 4), indicator-matrix (12 on 5),
and dot-density (11 on 10). Overall, the number of different tech-
niques being used on single dashboards varies widely and ranges
from 3 to 8 techniques. 13 dashboards use the same technique mul-
tiple times for different data (e.g. Bad Hersfeld or Kiel), and three
use each technique only once.

Figure 1: Usage of visualization techniques in the analyzed city
dashboards. Each circle indicates the use of a technique, with its
size representing the number of occurrences. The histogram on the
right shows the frequency distribution over all dashboards. Color
represents the category of the visualizations.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We have collected and analyzed visualization techniques employed
on publicly accessible urban dashboards from Germany cities.
Even though only 16 dashboards matched our criteria, our analy-
sis showed a wide mix of diverse visualization techniques being
used. Simple visualizations showing a single value have been used
most frequently, with time series data second.

The dashboards typically use diverse data sets, and their visual-
izations are mostly not coordinated. This seems to indicate an op-
portunistic, technology-driven development. Employing a human
centered design (HCD) process might result in city dashboards
more aligned to the needs of the citizens [YKN21, VZDY21].

While our initial analysis is but a first step, we hope our re-
sults can be used in HCD activities. Cepero et al. suggested guide-
lines for city dashboards visualizations derived from literature
[CMM22]. We imagine our data set to inform such design guide-
lines on real-world usage to reflect best practices. Through our cod-
ing sheet, the matrix visualization, and the screen space analysis,
creators, as well as others, can use the examples of potential tech-
niques for urban data dashboards.
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